The integrated molecular interactions of proteins can create active biological networks whose material properties and actions can impact a variety of physiological processes. Chief among these is the ability to generate and respond to physical forces. The cytoskeleton plays a key role in this behavior, characterized by active self-reorganization to control a cell's shape and mediate its physical interactions. This review discusses our current understanding of how the material properties of the cytoskeleton and its physical interactions with the extracellular environment impact cell migration. 
Introduction
Cells depend on biochemical signaling [1] and mechanical signaling [2, 3] to regulate their interactions with the extracellular environment. The cytoskeleton, comprised of collections of filamentous proteins and their associated regulatory and binding proteins, is the foundation of these two signaling networks [4] . In addition to acting as a material that responds to externally applied forces [5] , the cytoskeleton generates its own forces which are applied to the cell's extracellular environment, whether that be the extracellular matrix (ECM) [6] , or other cells [7, 8] .
While the individual molecular interactions underlying many of these physiological processes are well understood [9] , their aggregated effects can precipitate starkly different collective behavior and interactions [10, 11] . Simply mixing two types of filaments can create new architectures, such as the curved shapes that are produced by combining actin with septins [12] . The addition of crosslinkers, meanwhile, can shift the contraction of a network from isotropic to uniaxial through modulation of the stiffness of actin bundles [13] . Just the application of a force at one end of an actin filament can impact the activity of a formin at the other end of the filament [14 ] . Similarly, networks grown under an applied load self-organize to be globally stiffer, without changing the local material properties of the constituent filaments [15 ] . All of these structures and behaviors resemble those seen in vivo, where the cytoskeleton takes on specific architectures and organizations related to function [16, 17] .
With recent advances in imaging, it is possible to visualize the dynamics of the cytoskeleton in higher resolution [18] , and more precisely measure mechanical interactions [19] and material properties [20, 21] than ever before. These technological improvements provide important insights into local interactions between proteins and their spatial positioning within networks. The next challenge, however, is to understand how the macroscopic properties of cytoskeletal network behavior emerge from these integrated local molecular interactions across appropriate length and time scales. Here we summarize the current findings from the perspective of physics to understand force transmission as a network behavior as it relates to migration and invasion at the cellular scale.
Cell contractility is regulated by cell size
The dominant component of cell contractility is the product of non-muscle myosin II filaments pulling on the actin cytoskeleton [22] . These forces are then transmitted to the extracellular environment through integrin-based adhesions for cell-ECM interactions, or cadherin-based adhesions for cell-cell interactions. A number of different techniques have been developed to measure these types of forces [6] , with recent advancements increasing the detection limit of the measurements [23] and adding the ability to resolve the spatial orientation of the applied forces in 3D [19] .
A number of different metrics have been used to describe cellular force generation (see Box 1 for definitions and relations of terms related to force generation). In adherent cells the distribution of traction forces is highly heterogeneous and dependent on the spatial distribution of ligands [24, 25] and the material properties of the extracellular environment [26] . Using micropatterning to constrain cell shape on substrates of different stiffness, we showed that both stress (force per unit area) and strain (relative displacement) are functions of the material properties of the substrate [26] . Cells generate larger traction stresses on stiffer substrates, but they result in smaller displacements (Figure 1a,b) . On soft substrates, the converse is true. The contractile energy (i.e. the total mechanical work done -see Box 1), however, is independent of the substrate stiffness [26] . Thus cells of the same size use the same amount of energy to deform the substrate (Figure 1c ). This suggests that when gauging the response of cells to changes in substrate stiffness, measurements of traction stress alone reveal more about the material properties of the substrate than they do about the contractile state of the cell.
Measuring the contractile energy, on the other hand, reflects the entire output of the cell, accounting for both stress and strain. Unsurprisingly, the total contractile energy is sensitive to the overall size of the cell, with larger cells having larger cytoskeletons, and therefore a larger number of active motors doing work [26, 27] (Figure 1d ). For a given spread area, however, the total contractile energy is independent of cell geometry [26, 28] (Figure 1e ). This is in contrast to measurements like the average stress which are dependent upon cellular morphology and adhesion distribution. The scaling of contractile energy with cell area also suggests that cells actively maintain a contractility set point. Recently, two reports used optogenetic approaches to modulate RhoA, the GTPase that controls the contractile signaling pathway [29, 30] . When RhoA is activated cells become more contractile, but then relax back to their initial contractile states when the stimulation is removed. This behavior is consistent with previous results using incubation and washout of myosin inhibitor drugs, which causes the contractility to initially decrease before recovering to their initial state [31, 32] . In each case, perturbations to the contractile state of the cell result in the cell trying to re-establish its initial contractile state when the perturbation is removed. The contractile energy per unit area can therefore serve as a metric to compare contractile behavior across perturbations to cells and even different cell types [9] .
Cytoskeletal architecture and ECM geometry regulate force transmission
While the contractile energy tells us about the mechanical state of the cell, to understand migration we must understand how cells spatially and temporally regulate force generation. The cytoskeleton consists of a number of different filamentous proteins (e.g. actin, microtubules, intermediate filaments, septins) and motor proteins (e.g. myosins, kinesins, dyenins). Because the actomyosin Stiffness -A measure of how resistant a material is to deformation. For objects (i.e. 2D and 3D materials) stiffness is often referred to as a modulus and measured in units of Pa.
Work (or Contractile Energy) -A measure of the energy used to apply a force over a distance. For a constant force, work is defined in 1D as
where F is the applied force and d is the distance it is applied over. For a 2D system, such as used in traction force microscopy, the work is defined as the integral over the area of the traction stress multiplied by the displacement
where T(r) is the traction stress and u(r) is the displacement at position r. A cartoon illustrating the relationship between displacement, force, and contractile energy. The same amount of energy is used to deform the springs in cases 1 and 2. For the soft spring, a small force is applied over a long distance. In the stiff spring, a large force is applied over a short distance. The work done in each case is equivalent (W 1 = W 2 = F 1 Dx 1 = F 2 Dx 2 ). Conversely, in case 3, a small force results in only a small displacement, and therefore requires less energy (W 3 < W 2 ).
cytoskeleton is the only one directly coupled to the extracellular environment, the primary sources for forces that are transmitted to the substrate are myosin motors pulling on actin filaments connected to adhesions [33] , and actin polymerization dynamics [34, 35 ]. In each case, the forces are generated in the cytoskeleton and transmitted via transmembrane proteins to the ECM (via integrins) or to other cells (via cadherins). Cell morphology and the distribution of adhesions therefore play important roles in spatially regulating force transmission. Both integrins [36] and cadherins [37] act as catch bonds (bonds that increase their lifetime as a function of applied force), and thus their behavior can change as a function of applied load. In integrins this feature is speculated to play a role in stiffness sensing, by changing the force applied to the bonds [38, 39 ]. On soft substrates the applied forces deform the substrate more than the integrin, leading to shorter bond lifetimes. On stiff substrates, the strain in the substrate is reduced, which puts more tension on the integrin and leads to longer bond lifetimes. The forces in either scenario can be generated through myosin activity [38, 39 ], or actin polymerization [40] . These forces also drive actin retrograde flow which plays an important role in orienting integrins [41] and proteins within the focal adhesion [42] .
While actin-polymerization forces can play a significant role in adhesion formation [43] , the majority of forces generated by the cell that are capable of deforming the extracellular environment are the product of myosin activity transmitted through adhesions [22] . Since cells are unable to exert large stresses (e.g. >100 Pa) in the absence of adhesions [35 ] , the geometry of the ECM plays a significant role in the distribution of traction stresses [26, 44, 45] . The positioning of adhesions can in turn influence cytoskeletal organization [25] and overall cell morphology [45] . The cytoskeletal organization, therefore, plays an important role in directing force transmission across the network [28, 30, 46] . Simply changing the organization of the ECM influences both cytoskeletal organization and the distribution of traction stresses [25, 26, 44] . This interplay of cell shape, ECM organization, and cytoskeletal organization is thought to play an important role during development, such as during ventral furrow formation in Drosophila [47 ] , and gastrulation in zebrafish [48] .
It is important to note that while an adhesion connects the cytoskeleton to the extracellular environment, an ECM connection is not sufficient to guarantee that an adhesion is under tension. For example, many adhesions far from the cell edge are coupled mechanically (i.e. able to support tension) between the cytoskeleton and the substrate, but are not actively under tension [30, 49, 50] . Using an optogenetic approach, we showed that when contraction was induced, these adhesions could still transmit force to the substrate [30] . Interestingly, it was the coupling between the adhesions and the stress fibers, and not the stress fibers themselves, that exhibited the largest strains during these locally induced contractions [30] . This phenomenon could potentially be related to the behavior of the proteins within the adhesions. For instance, vinculin, an adhesion protein that is present in both cell-ECM and cell-cell adhesions, couples the cytoskeleton to the adhesion plaque and also displays catch-bond behavior, but only in a single direction [51 ] . This intriguing finding suggests that organization and geometry of proteins in the adhesion plaques could play important roles in mediating force transmission.
Migration modes depend on ECM geometry and coupling efficiency
By regulating adhesion distribution, the geometry of the ECM significantly impacts modes of migration. Cells on fibrillar structures tend to take on more elongated morphologies, independent of the stiffness of the matrix [52] . In contrast, cells on planar surfaces tend to spread out more [53] . When cells are confined to migrate along linear strips of ECM, they migrate significantly faster than cells on planar substrates of the same material properties [27, 45, 54, 55] . This holds true in 3D as well, as cells migrating on fibers display significantly faster migration rates than those on planar substrates [56] . While this may be related to the geometry of the ECM, it may also simply be a function of having fewer adhesions to turn over during the migration process [56] .
In addition to ECM geometry, migration behavior also depends on adhesion stability, cell contractility, and ECM material properties. Decoupling these interconnected parameters (Figure 2 ) has proven challenging and there are unlikely to be universal relationships. This difficulty is particularly evident in the context of invasion, which typically sees perturbations to a combination of these parameters and additionally requires changes in the integrity of the basement membrane. Generally, however, increasing the substrate stiffness promotes adhesion formation, thus promoting increases in spread area and contractility [38, 53] . Increases in myosin activity can increase cell stiffness and reduce adhesion turnover, making cells less invasive [57] . Conversely, reduction of myosin activity promotes spreading [35 ] and increases invasion [58] , potentially by decreasing adhesion lifetime [59] . Similarly, destabilizing adhesions through knockdown of the formin Dia1 reduces invasion [60] , while stabilizing them through upregulation of paxillin enhances it [61] . Finally, cells are also able to remodel the ECM as they migrate, changing its material properties [62] and organization [63] , which can in turn promote invasion [64] . Each of these parameters feeds into the others (Figure 2) . It is the overall balance of these interactions that regulates the behavior of cells, with deviations leading to aberrant behaviors such as invasion.
It is important to note, however, that not all migration mechanisms require specific adhesion. It has been recently shown that cells can utilize alternative physical interactions to migrate in the absence of specific adhesion with the substrate. Typically these scenarios involve the cell deforming themselves more than the substrate [65] . When confined in channels, cells can use friction generated by actomyosin-driven flows in the cytoskeleton to generate propulsion [35 ] . This mechanism relies on the cell creating pressure against its confinement, akin to shimmying up a chimney. A similar mechanism that captures pressure differentials mediated by the nucleus between the front and rear of the cell has also recently 46 Cell dynamics Migration and invasion are a balance of a number of different physical interactions. The material properties of the ECM regulate how much tension is transmitted to adhesions. The tension across adhesion bonds directly regulates their lifetime. Cells that are able to adhere to the substrate can increase their spread area. Cells that are able to spread can change their shape and migrate. Cells that migrate can remodel the ECM and change its material properties. While these processes are depicted as a simple loop, they are in reality interrelated, feeding into each other. It is their balance that regulates physiological function. Changes in cell behavior, whether related to misregulated biochemical signaling or changes in physical interactions, break this delicate balance and can promote aberrant behavior such as invasion.
been proposed [66] . While these mechanisms can allow cells to migrate through constricted environments, they may also lead to side effects such as DNA damage [67] . In less adherent environments, changes in cortical contractility can shift cells from bleb-driven to actomyosin-flowdriven migration [55,68 ,69] . Surprisingly, these modes of migration appear to be available to a wide range of cell types [68 ] . They are thought to play especially important roles in leukocyte migration in vivo, where ECM matrix composition and distribution can take on a number of different forms as cells leave the blood stream and migrate to sites of inflammation [65] . These studies show that cells adapt their migration mechanisms to their different environments.
Potential roles of mechanics in signaling
While physical interactions are clearly part of the processes that result in migration and invasion, there is strong evidence that these interactions can regulate biochemical signaling as well. Changes in the physical environment have been shown to effect YAP/TAZ nuclear translocation [38, 70] and SRF/Mkl1 [71] activity, potentially through LINC complexes [72] . While the direct mechanisms behind these interactions are unclear, an intriguing possibility is that the changes in the mechanical interactions between the cell and its extracellular environment could alter a cell's metabolism. Mechanical interactions, just like biochemical interactions, require energy. Recently it was shown that metabolism was upregulated as a function of collagen density in the matrix [73] and that force applied to E-cadherin could activate energy production [74 ] . It was also recently shown that cancer cells, unlike wild-type cells, were unable to respond to compression of the ECM [75] . Together these results suggest that the cell's ability to regulate the energy consumption by mechanical interactions may play a vital role in regulating its behavior. Without a doubt, the connections between mechanical and biochemical signaling networks will continue to provide the foundation for a number of interesting avenues of research in the years to come.
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